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Facing the Dawn by Cynthia Ruchti

Mara Jacobs does her best to hold everything together,
despite three detention-prone kids, an unrewarding job,
never-ending chores, and a husband thousands of miles
away. After a shocking loss, she must lean on those around
her to find her way to healing and renewed faith.
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Book club members are among my favorite people! I’m so happy that you have chosen to
read and discuss my latest novel—Facing the Dawn. I feel as if I’m walking through the
pages with you, even though we’re not together in person.

As you talk about this story, I hope that you will find some element of it, some character,
some moment that deeply resonates with you. A book remains only half-cooked until it
reaches the hands and minds of readers who add their own approaches to or perceptions
about the novel. Then the hot fudge sundae topping is poured all over it when book
lovers gather to discuss it!

It was a challenge, admittedly, to write about emotionally raw subjects like grief and loss
without the story being viewed as “a study in sadness.” As you read and as you now
discuss, my longing is that you also felt the cooling breezes of friendship, the warm rays
of a dawn’s promise of hope, and the heard whispers of the song-like joy of restoration
too.

Please feel free to connect with me if you have comments you’d like to share or
questions about the “why” behind what the characters said or didn’t say, did or didn’t
do. I love to engage with thoughtful readers. You might also want to sign up for my
newsletter to stay informed about upcoming releases. Check out my Pinterest page for
additional insights about Facing the Dawn, including a gallery of images of cyanotype
art that Ashlee introduced to Mara.

You’ve given me great joy by choosing Facing the Dawn for your discussion. I hope these
little extras add to the experience for you.

Hemmed in Hope,
Cynthia 

A NOTE FROM THE AUTHOR
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1. What dynamics were at work—both from Mara’s side and Liam’s side—that created the
emotional distance between them?

2. Have you ever experienced a season of time when you were in essence single parenting?
Deployment, spouse’s extended business travel, spouse’s long-term illness? If so, what did you
find in common with Mara? If not, what do you imagine you'd find most challenging?

3. Some say that grief thrusts us into emotional upheaval that keeps us from seeing a clearly
defined line between sanity and insanity some days. How was that exhibited in the character
actions or reactions (or inaction) in the novel? For Mara? For Ashlee? For the children?

4. Facing the Dawn pulls back a curtain on grief and friendship and the connection between the
two. Where do you think Mara would be today without Ashlee’s friendship? Without Sol’s?
Who were the people who walked Dylan and Chelsea through their grief, and how? What do
your answers tell you about your relationships?

5. A novelist strives above all to tell a good story. Interesting but believable characters on a
challenging but believable journey. With which character did you most closely identify?

6. List the characters in the story who were given a second chance. Does it surprise you to note
how many you named? Do you have your own second-chance story to tell?

7. Mara discovered an uncommon link between sacred and scared—that they’re made from the
same letters rearranged. How did that play out in her grief journey?

8. What did you consider the most poignant symbolism in the story (Jeremy’s faded comforter,
the portrait from the art gallery, the gas fireplace, the wallpaper, cyanotype, the riverside
ceremony . . . )? Why did you choose that symbolic item or moment?

9. Why do you believe the author chose not to write one more chapter?

10. What single lines, phrases, or scenes most strongly resonated with you? The author would
love to hear what they were. You can connect with her at cynthiaruchti.com.

DISCUSSION QUESTIONS
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Did you notice how many different ways Mara discovered to cope with her losses, and
how people close to her helped introduce her to those coping mechanisms? Nothing
makes grief go away and stay away. But as we journey through our losses, we often find
elements that help soothe our troubled souls. Mark the ones below—all of which
showed up in Facing the Dawn—that you personally have found beneficial in your own
journeys through loss or other crises. Do you see a pattern emerging for you?

THE COMMON “SENSES” OF
COPING WITH LOSS

Art (appreciating or creating)

Beauty

Caring family members

Church

Comforting tastes

Exercise/physical activity

Journaling

Loving touches

Memory-filled smells

Music

Nature

Quiet

Soothing sounds 

Talking with a trusted friend

The Bible
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Match the character from Facing the Dawn with the “Most Likely To” statement. Some
will apply to more than one character. Consider now and future. 

“MOST LIKELY TO...” GAME

Mara
 
 
 
Chelsea
 
 
 
Dylan
 
 
 
Jeremy
 
 
 
Logan
 
 
 
Sol
 
 
 
Ashlee

MOST LIKELY TO . . .

Find a creative way to cope with a crisis,
any crisis

Fail chemistry but ace choir

Carry a unique purse

Rescue a hurting animal

Rush into love

Wait patiently for love

Own a “Contentment” wall plaque 

Set fire to a “Contentment” wall plaque 

Compose a song in a crisis time

Adopt a homeless person

Be stronger physically by the end of the
book

Be stronger spiritually by the end

Be stronger emotionally by the end

Make a global difference

Paint their front door turquoise

Help delinquent teens

Facilitate a grief support group
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2 cups cooked wild rice (May use canned, or pre-cook uncooked wild rice before
starting the recipe. In the Northwoods where I live, wild rice is readily available in its
uncooked form, but it takes almost an hour to cook.)
3 cups cooked, cubed chicken (Personally, I imagine Chelsea probably used leftover
rotisserie chicken, which I do know works great for this recipe.)
8 cups chicken broth or stock (I boil my rotisserie chicken skeleton to make a rich
broth, which I combine with organic chicken broth to bring the volume to 8 cups.)
drizzle of olive oil
1 medium onion, chopped
4–5 carrots, peeled and chopped 
1 cup chopped celery
1 tsp chopped garlic (Or, magic trick! If you purchase the pre-chopped garlic in jar
form from the produce aisle, pour one tsp of the liquid from the jar into the stew pot.
No chunks of garlic to bite into later.)
1 tsp dried basil
1 tsp dried parsley (Or fresh, depending on how well your herb garden is flourishing.)
3 bay leaves (remove before serving)
8–10 baby Yukon Gold potatoes (new potatoes), washed and chopped
salt and pepper to taste
squeeze of lemon
sprinkling of grated nutmeg (The nutmeg adds so much “warmth,” but it’s easy to
overdo it. About ¼ tsp should be enough.)
secret ingredient (which you’ll discover later)

(We call it Chelsea’s, but frankly, I think it’s a little sophisticated for her skill level. But on
the other hand, she did have access to the internet.)

INGREDIENTS 
(Serves 6–8)

CHELSEA’S CREAMY CHICKEN
WILD RICE SOUP
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DIRECTIONS
In Dutch oven or stew pot, sauté the onion, carrots, and celery in the drizzle of olive oil
until almost tender. Add the baby potatoes and sauté for another couple of minutes. 

Add the chicken broth, garlic or garlic juice, and spices/herbs. Then add the cooked
wild rice. Allow to simmer for however long it takes to empty the dishwasher and fill it
again. And put a load of laundry in the washing machine.

Then add the cooked chicken. Let simmer another few minutes. Season to taste at this
point with more salt and pepper if necessary.

And now . . . the Secret Ingredient. What did Chelsea use to make that already lovely
chicken wild rice soup creamy? Cream cheese! Soften a block of cream cheese in the
microwave for about 20 seconds. In a small bowl, pour a little of the hot chicken broth
from the soup over the cream cheese and stir until all lumps have disappeared. Then
add it to the soup pot. Stir until well blended. Simmer the soup a little longer if you’d
like to, but don’t let it boil. Cream cheese doesn’t take well to boiling.

Serve. (In fact, that’s what this soup represented for Chelsea in Facing the Dawn. She
was learning how to serve her mom. Sweet moment!). –Cynthia 

CHELSEA’S CREAMY CHICKEN
WILD RICE SOUP
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2 cups milk
2 Tbsp sugar (So yes, I guess it could be considered dessert!)
1½ tsp loose black tea leaves (I put mine in a tea ball that I immerse in the milk.)
1 piece of fresh ginger (thumb-sized), crushed

Normally, I’m not a fan of milk in my tea. I drink both my coffee and tea as dark as
possible and with nothing added. But when I first tried this delicious Ugandan favorite, I
hugged the mug to my chest! So comforting! And that makes it all the more fitting for
Facing the Dawn. Consider making a cup for yourself or serving it as one of the beverage
options if your book club gets to meet in person when discussing Facing the Dawn. I’ll be
sipping my own mug of it when you do! –Cynthia 

INGREDIENTS
(for a single serving)

DIRECTIONS
Combine the milk, sugar, and tea in a small saucepan (if making a single batch) and
bring the liquid to a boil. Add the ginger to the boiling milk-tea. Reduce heat and let
simmer for 2–3 minutes. Sprinkle with freshly grated nutmeg, if desired.

* I put the crushed ginger into a tea ball as well, so I don’t need to strain the tea before
drinking. The Ugandans don’t mind bits of tea and ginger. If I have the privilege of visiting
the country in the future, I’ll drink it the traditional way . . . with joy.

* And yes, the first time I made this, I walked away from the stove and returned just in
time to watch the boiling milk-tea bubble over the top of the pan. But I rescued enough to
discover that it is amazing.

UGANDAN SUN TEA
named for its soothing warmth
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When my father died of a sudden heart attack on a cold February night years ago, Mom
and Dad had still been living in a small town in southwest Wisconsin. We five children
were grown and gone, but most of us lived within three or four hours of our hometown.
So when we got the middle-of-the-night phone call that he had drawn his last breath at
1:00 a.m., we started our somber pilgrimages home. We were eager to be together, grieve
together, and surround our mom with love. 

I arrived first (as one might expect of an eldest child), soon after dawn. Mom hadn’t
slept but was already trying to manage the food from the community and friends.
Imagine. Casseroles and chocolate cakes and Jell-O salads (we always called them salads)
began arriving within a few hours of Dad’s homegoing in the middle of the night! What
an expression of caring for the family of a man who’d had such a powerful impact on
that town. 

We will never forget the generosity of those kind people and never stop wondering how
an aproned woman had somehow managed to roast a turkey between 1:00 a.m. and
dawn! 

Within a few hours, finding a place in the refrigerator or freezer for all the gifts of food
overwhelmed us. My brother’s girlfriend, who eventually became his wife, took charge
of managing the influx of meals. God bless her. 

Reflecting on that experience and a few others over the years, I pulled together a list of
tips for maximizing the impact of the ministry of providing meals for the grieving. They
can also be applied to those recuperating from surgery, the birth of a child, quarantine,
or other need.

THANK YOU for wanting to ease the grieving process and express your love and care
through providing food. As someone who has been on the receiving end, I can attest that
your kindness won’t be forgotten. –Cynthia 

TIPS FOR PROVIDING FOOD FOR A
GRIEVING FAMILY
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1. Provide the food in freezer-safe containers when possible. If the family can’t eat it right away,
they may need to freeze it for later, when it will be an extended blessing.

2. When possible, offer food gifts in containers that do not need to be returned to you. One
woman I know keeps a pantry stash of containers she’s picked up on sale or at thrift shops for
this express purpose. Even though we might think it’s good for the grieving to get out of the
house to return your favorite cake pan or casserole dish, it’s a blessing to relieve the grieving or
recuperating of that responsibility. A stack of containers waiting to be returned when they can
muster the energy can sometimes add guilt to their mourning.

3. If you don’t know, find out first if the person has specific food allergies. Don’t guess. For
many, guessing wrong can lead to serious health consequences. If you’re concerned about
disturbing the grieving widow, for instance, ask the widow’s closest friend.

4. If several in your circle of friends are contributing meals, talk to each other to avoid too
much duplication. I took a pan of lasagna (one of my specialties) to a hurting family one time
and discovered twenty more stacked in the refrigerator.

5. Recognize that food gifts pile up. Most givers are so generous with their meal provisions that
the family or individual can’t finish it all in one meal. So spacing out contributions and
allowing for leftovers may be a gift in itself.

6. Don’t expect conversation when you deliver food. Some of the most meaningful meals our
family received after Dad died arrived at the door silently with a short note. It was almost
ceremonially beautiful because the giver expected nothing in return, not even conversation.

7. Consider including the recipe or ingredients list with your gift. The day will come when the
recipient may want to recreate that recipe, or they may need to check ingredients for food
sensitivity issues not for themselves but for grandkids or other visitors.

8. Think about what might be immediately useful or versatile for incoming extended family
members—sliced ham and buns, a veggie tray or fruit tray, cookies—that also requires little
prep and little clean up.

9. Not skilled in the kitchen? Think that disqualifies you from serving this way? Home-
delivered meals from restaurants or grocery store delis are easier than ever and can even be
sent anonymously, if that’s your preference.

10. Don’t forget to include heating or reheating instructions. You can write the instructions on
the lid or covering of the container so they don’t get separated from the food item, even if it
isn’t used until later. “Fully cooked. If thawed, reheat in microwave for three minutes.” Or
“Bake at 350 degrees for twenty minutes or until golden brown and bubbly.” Or “Add the grated
cheese just before serving.” Grief messes with our ability to solve puzzles. Verbal instructions
will disappear into the fog of grief. Make it as easy and clear as possible for those who are
hurting.

TIPS FOR PROVIDING FOOD FOR A
GRIEVING FAMILY
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CONNECT WITH CYNTHIA

www.cynthiaruchti.com
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WHAT TO READ NEXT
Stories That Bind Us by Susie Finkbeiner

Betty Sweet is still recovering from the loss of her husband
when she becomes the temporary guardian of a five-year-old
nephew she never knew she had. As they struggle to move
forward, they build a relationship upon the foundation of
storytelling and its special kind of magic.

All That We Carried by Erin Bartels

Estranged sisters embark on a hiking trip on the tenth
anniversary of their parents’ deaths in an attempt to
reconnect. In the wilderness of Michigan’s Upper Peninsula
they’ll face their deepest fears, question their most dearly held
beliefs, and begin to see that perhaps the best way to move
forward is the one way they had never considered.

The Edge of Belonging by Amanda Cox

In this dual-time narrative, Ivy Rose returns to her hometown
to oversee an estate sale but soon discovers her grandmother
left behind more than trinkets and photo frames—she
provided a path to the truth behind Ivy’s adoption.
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Providing books that inspire and equip readers to find hope and
help for everyday life.

 
We hope you’ve enjoyed this digital book club guide! Find us on social

media or visit our website for more book club resources and fiction titles
to enjoy. Happy reading!
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